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Spin excitation spectra of integral and fractional quantum Hall systems
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Results are presented of detailed numerical calculations for the spin excitations of a two-dimensional elec-
tron gas confined to a quantum well~QW! of finite width w, at magnetic fields corresponding to both fractional
and integral Landau level~LL ! fillings n' 1

3 , 1, 3, and 5. The Hamiltonian matrix of up toN514 interacting
electrons is diagonalized exactly in Haldane spherical geometry, neglecting excitations to higher orbital LL’s or
to higher QW subbands. At sufficiently low Zeeman energyEZ , spin waves~SW’s! and skyrmions are found
at n5

1
3 that are composite fermion analogues of the reversed-spin-electron–hole excitations known to occur at

n51. Only for sufficiently largew are stable skyrmions found forn53 and 5. Their stability depends upon the
interaction pseudopotentials of their constituents. We propose a criterion on the pseudopotential needed for
skyrmion stability, and construct phase diagrams~in the w-EZ plane! for skyrmions of different size. The
SW-SW and skyrmion-skyrmion interactions are also discussed, and the noninteracting SW condensates as
well as the skyrmion fluids with Laughlin correlations~at intermediate skyrmion densities! are proposed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.045323 PACS number~s!: 73.43.2f, 71.10.Pm, 73.21.2b
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I. INTRODUCTION

The low-energy dynamics of a two-dimensional electr
gas~2DEG! in a strong magnetic fieldB is determined by the
particular form of the electron-electron (e-e) interaction in a
macroscopically degenerate, partially filled Landau le
~LL !.1–3 In the lowest LL, the short range of this~repulsive!
interaction results in a particular form of~Laughlin!
correlations.4 Namely, at each given density%, yielding a
fractional LL filling n5%f0 /B52p%l2 (f05hc/e is a
magnetic flux quantum andl5A\c/eB is the magnetic
length!, the electrons tend to avoid5,6 as much as possibl
~within their Hilbert space severely limited by the LL qua
tization! the pair eigenstates with the highest repulsion, t
is with the smallest relative pair angular momentumR
50, 1, 2, . . . .This microscopic property is responsible f
a variety of macroscopic, experimentally observable effe
A well-known example is the fractional quantum Ha
effect4,7 in which a finite gap for charge excitations atn
5 1

3 , 2
5 , etc., causes quantization of the Hall conductance

the universal valuessxy5ne2/h. Another example is a non
linear dependence of the spin polarizationz on the magnetic
field B ~or density! nearn51 ~in the systems in which the
Zeeman energyEZ can be made sufficiently small to allow
spin excitations!,8–14 related with the existence of particle
like excitations carrying massive spin—generally call
skyrmions15–18 and equivalent to the topological solitons
the O(3) nonlinear sigma (NLs) model in two
dimensions.19–21

Two main features determine the properties of the 2D
in the quantum Hall regime:~i! the degenerate LL structur
of the single-particle spectrum and~ii ! the characteristic
short-range repulsive interaction between the particles~elec-
trons e or holesh) in a partially filled LL.1 By the short
0163-1829/2002/66~4!/045323~13!/$20.00 66 0453
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rangee-e ~or h-h) repulsion we mean here such that caus
the tendency for the electrons~or holes! in the lowest-energy
many-body states to avoid one or more pair eigenstates
the smallest average pair separationA^r 2&. This tendency
can be considered a more general definition of Laughlin c
relations than the occurrence of the Jastrow prefac
) i , j (zi2zj )

2p in the many body wave function, the latte
being characteristic of the Laughlinn5(2p11)21 state
only in the lowest LL.28–30

It is quite remarkable that both features~i! and~ii ! repeat
at different ~integral or fractional! filling factors n. The
Laughlin correlations in a partially filled lowest LL allow~at
low energy! the mapping of the original electron system ne
n5(2p11)21 onto the system of weakly interacting quas
particles~QP’s! with (2p11) times smaller degeneracyg*
of their quasi-LL’s.22 It is a matter of preference whether th
reduced quasi-LL degeneracyg* 5g/(2p11) is attributed
to the fractional charge6e/(2p11) of the QP’s~Refs. 4
and 22! or, as in the composite fermion~CF! picture,23–26 to
the partial cancellation of the magnetic fieldB by the Chern-
Simons gauge field. In any case, the effective QP filling f
tor is n* '1 ~which allows interpretation of the fractiona
quantum Hall effect of electrons as an integral quantum H
effect27 of QP’s!, with small residual interaction between th
~charged! QP’s.

The answer to the question of whether the low-ene
spin excitations of all these similar systems are indeed s
lar ~and, e.g., include stable skyrmions! lies in the details of
this residual interaction within the relevant electron or C
LL. This question is not at all trivial. It is known, for ex
ample, that the electron correlations in partially filled high
LL’s are qualitatively different from those in the lowes
LL.28–30 Similarly, the short-range behavior of the intera
tion between QP’s of the Laughlinn5 1

3 state allows both
quasiholes31 ~QH’s! and minority-spin quasielectrons32

(QER’s! to form Laughlin nQP5
1
3 hierarchy states~corre-
©2002 The American Physical Society23-1
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sponding ton5 2
7 and 4

11 , respectively!, but forbids the for-
mation of this state for majority-spin quasielectrons31 ~QE’s!.
To make things more complicated, the effective 2D inter
tion in realistic systems depends also on the details of
confinement~in the z direction, perpendicular to the 2D
layer!.33

The validity of exact numerical studies of small syste
in describing experiments is based on two observatio
First, for problems in which short-range correlations pl
dominant role, the system size must only exceed the co
lation length. Second, the qualitative behavior of the relev
QP-QP interactions as a function ofR is independent ofN,
the number of electrons, and the pseudopotential5 VQP-QP(R)
converges rather quickly asN21 is decreased. Moreover, fo
the physical situations in which neither screening nor dis
der play an important role, excitations to higher LL’s can
neglected. Another common approximation used in this
per is the confinement of the electrons and holes to t
lowest QW subbands, in narrow QW’s justified by the lar
excitation energy in thez direction\2/2mw2.

The spin excitations atn51 have been investigated bo
experimentally8–14 and theoretically19–21,34–49and not only
in an extended 2DEG but also in finite-size quantum H
droplets.50–52It is noteworthy that an exact mapping betwe
the unpolarized electron (↑-↓) and polarized electron–
valence-hole (e-h) systems in the lowest LL~Ref. 53! makes
a skyrmionSK at n51, consisting ofK spin waves bound to
a spin-↑ electron or to a spin-↓ hole, equivalent to a charge
multiexciton54,55 (XK

6), consisting of K neutral excitons
bound to a conduction electron or to a valence hole. T
mapping relies on the fact that the electron (↑ and ↓) and
hole LL bands are both dispersionless and thus equiva
despite different electron and hole effective masses.
mapping allows cross interpretation of the results of the~ex-
perimental and theoretical! studies of spin and optical exc
tations.

Unlike in the integral quantum Hall regime, skyrmions
n5 1

3 ~proposed by Kamillaet al.56! were only recently de-
tected in a transport experiment,57,58 thanks to a sufficient
reduction of the Zeeman gapEZ by means of hydrostatic
pressure. Subsequent numerical calculation59 also indicated
the formation of small skyrmions and antiskyrmions
finite-size fractional quantum Hall systems. However,
question of why similar spin excitations occur in then51
electron system and then* 51 CF system despite differen
e-e and CF-CF interactions31 has not yet been answered.

The situation in higher LL’s is not yet completely unde
stood, either. First, it was predicted60,61that skyrmions do not
occur at n53,5, etc. This prediction was soon confirme
experimentally.62 Then it was found63 that a finite width of a
quasi-2DEG stabilizes skyrmions in higher LL’s. Indee
rapid spin depolarization aroundn53 was recently
observed64 in a rather wide, 30 nm quantum well. While it
clear that the finite width enters the problem of an isolat
higher LL only through the weakening of thee-e repulsion at
short range, the class of interactions for which skyrmions
stable has not yet been generally defined.

This article is an extended version of our short note.65 We
compare the results of detailed numerical calculations of
04532
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spin excitation spectra atn5 1
3 , 1, 3, and 5. We identify spin

waves and skyrmions in each system, and analyze t
single-particle properties as well as their mutual interactio
Very similar spectra are obtained atn5 1

3 and 1, and, if the
layer width w is sufficiently large, also atn53 and 5. We
confirm that skyrmions are the lowest-energy charged e
tations in all these systems if the Zeeman energyEZ is suf-
ficiently small.

We show that the formation of particlelike skyrmions
some systems but not in others~depending on the filling
factor, well width, and interactions! coincides with the occur-
rence of the condensed states of a macroscopic numbe
nearly noninteracting charge-neutral spin waves each w
angular momentum of equal lengthL51 and oriented paral-
lel to one another. The energy of these states is~nearly! lin-
ear in spin polarizationz ~and thus it remains finite atz
50) giving rise to a gapless and continuous density of sta
On the other hand, the correlations between charged~par-
ticlelike! skyrmions are expected to be of Laughlin type4

meaning that the skyrmion pair eigenstates with the sma
R are maximally avoided.5,6,28–30This can be rephrased i
terms of an effective spatial isolation of skyrmions from o
another, and the absence of high-energy skyrmion-skyrm
collisions66–68—even at their larger densities, beyond t
melting point of the Wigner crystal.44–49

We also determine a criterion for the occurrence of sk
mions in a system of spin-1

2 particles half-filling a spin-
degenerate shell~e.g., in a system of electrons or Laughl
QP’s atn51 and an arbitrary layer widthw). We find that
the particle-particle interaction pseudopotential5 Vee(R)
must ~i! be strongly repulsive~superharmonic28,29! at R50
to cause decoupling of the many-body states that avoid h
ing R50 pairs from all other states@skyrmions are exac
eigenstates19 of the ideal short-range repulsion withVee(0)
5`#, and~ii ! decrease sufficiently quickly with increasingR
betweenR51 and 3,R53 and 5, etc. to make the skyrmio
energy decrease with increasing the topological chargK
~size! and, in particular, bring the skyrmion energy band b
low the energy of the spin-polarized QP state. For syste
with broken particle (↑)-hole (↓) symmetry~e.g., atn5 1

3 ),
the latter condition must be rephrased in terms of
particle-hole pseudopotentialVeh which ~iii ! must increase
monotonically as a function of wave vectork.

The above criterion allows prediction and explanation
the occurrence or absence of skyrmions~and the resulting
type of dependence of spin polarizationz of the 2DEG on
density or magnetic field! at an arbitrary filling factorn,
layer width w, density profile across the layer%(z), etc.—
based on the analysis of the involvede-e, e-h, QE-QE, QH-
QH, or QE-QH interaction pseudopotentials. This criterion
somewhat analogous to the one for Laughlin correlations
partially filled shell,6,28–30which explained compressibility31

of the spin-polarizedn5 4
11 state (n5 1

3 state of Laughlin
QE’s! and incompressibility32 of the partially unpolarized
state at the samen5 4

11 (n5 1
3 state of QER’s!.

Although the model used as well as the qualitative phy
cal picture obtained seem adequate for the actual 2D sys
studied experimentally, at least atn51 ~where the experi-
ments are most accurate! some of the numerical value
3-2
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poorly agree with experimental data. For example,
charge-excitation gaps~total energy of a noninteractin
skyrmion-antiskyrmion pair; not shown! consistently overes
timate the experimental values.13 This inconsistency is
known from previous calculations using simila
approximations,63 and it occurs even for the simplest case
the pair of smallest (K50) skyrmion and antiskyrmion, tha
is for the unbound reversed-spin electron and the h
Therefore, we attribute this inconsistency to using ina
equate self-energies for these two quasiparticles~due to ne-
glecting the inter-LL and intersubband excitations, disord
the tilt of the magnetic field, and possibly other omitted
fects present in the experiment! rather than in inaccurate de
scription of their mutual interactions, which are the ma
focus of the present study.

II. MODEL

The model used here is essentially that of Ref. 32, exc
that in the present calculation we do not include valen
band holes. A finite system ofN electrons is confined on
Haldane sphere22 of radiusR. The radial magnetic fieldB is
due to Dirac monopole, whose strength 2Q is defined in
units of flux quantumf0, so that 4pR2B52Qf0 and R2

5Ql2. The single-electron states22,69,70are the eigenstates o
magnitude and projection of angular momentum (l and m)
and of the spin projection (s), and formg-fold (g52l 11)
degenerate LL’s labeled byn5 l 2Q50, 1,2, . . . .

The cyclotron energy\vc}B is assumed much large
than the Coulomb interaction energyEC5e2/l}AB, so that
the excitations between LL’s can be neglected, and on
single, isolatednth LL need be considered. On the oth
hand, no assumption is made about the Zeeman spin spli
EZ ~except thatEZ,EC), which in GaAs can be made arb
trarily small by applying hydrostatic pressure. The ratioh
5EZ /EC of energy scales associated with spin and cha
excitations~within an isolated LL! is a small free paramete
of the model.

Unless it is much larger thanl, finite layer widthw enters
the problem by only modifying33 the quasi-2D interaction
pseudopotentialV(R). In the lowest LL, the effects due to
finite w can be adequately modeled by merely reducing
Coulomb energy scaleEC by a factorjw,1 compared to the
ideal w50 case (jw; 1

2 in typical samples!. However, the
situation is very different in higher LL’s, where even ifw is
sufficiently small that the intersubband mixing can be n
glected, it affects not only the overall energy scale63 but the
shape ofV(R), and thus the electron correlations6,28–30 as
well. To address this problem, we have included finitew in
the calculation for higher LL’s by using the quasi-2D Co
lomb e-e potentialVd(r )5e2/Ar 21d2, which is known33,68

to reproduce well the pseudopotentialV(R) for w'5d.
Here,w is the effective layer width obtained from fitting th
actual lowest-subband density profile%(z) with cos2(pz/w).
Certainly, with only one parameter to describe%(z), this
model may be quite inaccurate for some physical situatio
such as for asymmetrically doped QW’s or heterojunctio
or for the effects in tilted magnetic fields. However, it ca
tures all the essential physics of a symmetric layer in a p
04532
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pendicular magnetic field, only the layer widthw must be
distinguished from the well width. In typical GaAs wellsw is
larger than the well width by 3–3.5 nm due to a finite barr
height.

The Hamiltonian of interacting electrons confined to t
nth LL can be written as

H5( cm1s
† cm2s8

† cm3s8cm4s^m1m2uVum3m4&, ~1!

wherecms
† andcms are the electron creation and annihilatio

operators, and the interaction matrix elements are calcul
for the potentialVd(r ) and they are connected with th
pseudopotentialV(R) through the Clebsch-Gordan coeffi
cients. HamiltonianH is diagonalized in the basis o
N-electron Slater determinants

um1s1•••mNsN&5cm1s1

†
•••cmNsN

† uvac&, ~2!

where uvac& stands for the vacuum state. While using ba
~2! allows automatic resolution of two good many-bod
quantum numbers, projection of spin (Sz5(s i) and of an-
gular momentum (Lz5(mi), the length of spin~S! and of
angular momentum~L! are resolved numerically in the di
agonalization of each (Sz ,Lz) Hilbert subspace. In addition
to S and Sz we will also use the quantum numberK5 1

2 N8
2S, whereN85min(N,g2N), which measures the numbe
of reversed spins relative to the maximally polarized stat

The results obtained on Haldane sphere can be easily
verted to the planar geometry. The charged particles~or ex-
citations! in a magnetic field move along closed, circul
~cyclotron! orbits, which are similarly quantized in both pla
nar and spherical geometry. To convert between the two
ometriesL and Lz of the sphere must be appropriately71,72

replaced by the total and center-of-mass angular momen
projections on the planeM andM c.m.. On the other hand, the
magnetic field does not affect the orbits of neutral partic
~or excitations!, which move along the straight lines on
plane and along the great circles on a sphere. The quan
tion of motion of these objects occurs only in a finite syste
~such as a sphere!, due to the unphysical boundary cond
tions. In our calculation this quantization is an artifact of th
disappears in the limit of an infinite sphere radiusR/l→0.
To convert to the planar geometry, the discrete spherical
gular momentumL must be replaced by the continuous lo
gitudinal wave vectork defined by the following relationL
5kR5klAQ.

III. INTEGRAL QUANTUM HALL REGIME
„LOWEST LANDAU LEVEL …

A. Exactly filled level

Let us begin the discussion of spin excitations of t
2DEG in the integral quantum Hall regime with the ener
spectrum at preciselyn51. The single-spin-flip excitations
@spin waves~SW!# at this filling factor were first identified
by Kallin and Halperin,73 and the excitation spectra for a
arbitrary spin polarization were previously studied in som
detail in the context of the finite-size quantum Ha
3-3
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droplets.51,52 In this section we review some of their resu
as they are confirmed by our calculations for the purpose
making the comparison with then5 1

3 case more clear. Ou
original conclusions presented in this section are those
garding the SW-SW interaction and, in particular, the co
densation of SW’s into a state with finite angular momentu

In Fig. 1~a! we show the finite-size spectrum forN512
electrons on Haldane sphere with LL degeneracyg52l 11
5N. This and all other spectra in Secs. III–V have be
calculated assuming zero width (w50) of electron layer,
while the spectra forw.0 will be discussed in Sec. VI. In al
the spectra in the paper the excitation energyE2E0 is given
in the units ofEC5e2/l, measured from the energyE0 of
the lowest maximally spin-polarized state~here, then51
ground state!, excludes the Zeeman energyEZ , and is plot-
ted as a function of total angular momentumL ~for waves,
related to longitudinal wave vectork by L5kR5klAQ!.
Different symbols mark multiplets of different total spinS
and only the lowest state is shown at eachL andS. The labels
show the numberK of reversed spins~relative to the maxi-
mally polarized state!.

It is well known73,19 that ~at least without disorder! even
in the absence of the Zeeman energy gap (EZ50) the ground
state~GS! of the 2DEG atn51 is spin polarized~ferromag-
netic! and translationally invariant~hence, nondegenerate!.
At the exact half filling of a spin-degenerate LL, this GS
the only state with zero projection onto the most stron
repulsive e-e pair eigenstate atR50. Indeed, Fig. 1~a!
shows a GS atK5L50. Because of the complete filling o
the spin-↓ n50 LL in the ferromagnetic GS, the only exc
tations below the cyclotron gap\vc are the spin waves
~SW’s! with L51,2,3, . . . . A single SW consists of a va
cancy~hole! in the spin-↓ level and an electron in the spin-↑

FIG. 1. ~a! The energy spectrum~Coulomb energyE versus
angular momentumL) of the system ofN512 electrons in the
lowest (n50) LL of degeneracyg52l 11512 calculated on the
Haldane sphere.S is the total spin, andK5

1
2 N2S is the number of

reversed spins. Dashed line: single spin wave; dash-dotted l
states containing equal numbers ofL51 spin waves; solid line:
condensates of noninteractingL51 spin waves.~b! The energy
dispersion~energyE versus spin polarizationz5K/N) for the spin-
wave condensate states atn51, calculated forN<14 electrons ex-
actly filling their lowest LL (N52l 11). ~c! The dispersion of~b!,
but with inclusion of a lateral confinement termLV and plotted as
a function of normalized angular momentumzL . l is the magnetic
length and arrows mark the same state in each frame.
04532
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level, and is also called a spin-exciton. Its dispersion curv
given by73 ESW(k)5E01EZ1ECAp/2@12exp(2k2)I0(k

2)#,
wherek5kl/2 andI 0 is the modified Bessel function, and
is shown in Fig. 1~a! with a dashed line.

Interestingly, Fig. 1~a! shows that a single SW is not th
lowest-energy excitation atL.1. Instead, the lowest excita
tions form a band withK5L and energynearly linear in K
~solid line!. This ~nearly! linear dependenceE(K) can be
interpreted as the~nearly! perfect decoupling of SW’s eac
with L51, earlier pointed out by Oakninet al.51 Denoting
the energy of one SW withL51 by «SW allows us to ap-
proximate the lowest state withK reversed spins by
ESW(K)5E01K«SW. Note that a pair of SW’s each with
L51 can be in either parallel or antiparallel state, withK
52 and pair angular momentumL52 or 0, respectively. It
follows from Fig. 1~a! that theL52 state containing a pai
of SW’s is noninteracting, while theL50 state of such a pai
is repulsive~the SW-SW repulsion energy atL50 decreases
as a function of system size, and forN512 it is '0.03EC).
Similarly, the states containing the numberK of SW’s each
with L51 ~see dash-dotted lines! can have total angular mo
mentum L5K,K22,K24, . . . . However, only theL5K
state does not contain any SW-SW pairs withL50, and thus
only this state has energyE5ESW(K), while all others have
E.ESW(K).

Although we have not calculated the actual overlaps,
above arguments lead us to the conjecture that theL5K
low-energy excitations of a 2DEG atn51 are the uniquely
ordered states of noninteracting SW’s. In these states,
numberK of SW’s all have the same angular momentum
one ~and the same energy«SW), and they are all oriented in
parallel to give a sum ofL5K. In the following these
many-SW states will be denotedWK and referred to as SW
condensates.

The exact mapping53 between the two-spin electron sy
tem (↑-↓) and the electron–valence-hole (e-h) system in the
lowest LL allows the expression of the above statemen
terms of the interaction between interband magnetoexcito
namely, theL51 excitons in the lowest LL do not interac
with one another and they condense into correlatedL5K
states. Although similar, this symmetry is independent fr
the well-known ‘‘hidden symmetry’’74 of the e-h systems.
The latter is a direct consequence of the invariance of
interaction energy of the↑-↓ systems under the rotations o
the total spin. It is exact in the lowest LL and, among oth
effects, causes decoupling ofL50 excitons.53,66–68In con-
trast, the symmetry presented here expresses the tenden
the system of many excitons~SW’s! each withL51 to avoid
having exciton pairs in higher-energy eigenstates withL50,
and instead havingL52 for each pair. Since the energy o
theL50 pair is finite, the two-exciton angular momentum
not conserved in the interacting many-exciton system,
this symmetry is only approximate. It is somewhat analogo
to the symmetry that describes the tendency of the elect
in the lowest LL to avoid the high-energy pair eigensta
and is responsible for Laughlin correlations.5,6,28–30

To determine the energy spectrum of an infinite 2DEG
have compared data obtained for different electron numb

s:
3-4
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N<14. As shown in Fig. 1~b!, it turns out that the energyEW
of WK excitations is a nearly linear function of the ‘‘relative
spin polarizationz5K/N. Namely, EW5E01uz, with the
slope that we estimate asu'1.15EC. This fact reflects the
extended character of the SW’s and has a couple of obv
consequences for the thermodynamic limit ofN→`: ~i! For
anyEZÞ0, the interaction energyEW(K)2E0}K/N of each
correlatedWK state is negligible compared to its total Ze
man energy,KEZ . ~ii ! The gap for spin excitations is pre
cisely the Zeeman gapEZ ; if this gap can be closed~e.g., by
applying hydrostatic pressure!, the n51 ferromagnetic GS
becomes gapless, the density of states for theWK excitations
becomes continuous, and a macroscopic number;NkBT/u
of noninteracting SW’s occur at an arbitrarily small fini
temperature.

To remove the dominant linear term fromEW(z) and
study the small nonlinear correction, in Fig. 1~c! we plot the
energy spectrum shifted by an additional linear termLV.
Physically, this term describes a harmonic lateral confi
ment applied to a finite-size planarn51 droplet.50–52 The
confinement strengthV is chosen so that then51 GS is
degenerate with the next ‘‘compact droplet’’ state atK51
and L5N21 ~compact-droplet eigenstates50–52 CK with K
>1 are created by) i 50

K21cl 2 i ,↑
† c2 l 1 i↓ acting on C0

5)m52 l
l cm,↓

† uvac&, i.e., on then51 GS!. To compare data
for differentN, the energy is plotted as a function of norma
ized angular momentumzL5(L2s2)/(N22s), wheres is
equal toK of the nearestCK state, so thatzL increases with
L and equalsK in eachCK state ~note thatzL5z for zL
< 1

2 ).
Clearly, the nonlinear correction toEW2E0 is also a well-

defined function ofz or zL with a minimum atzL5 1
2 , i.e., in

the highly correlated singlet (S50) state marked with ar
rows. If bothEZ andN are sufficiently small, the energy o

this singlet state,EW( 1
2 )2E01 1

2 NV'20.03EC1 1
2 NEZ can

remain negative. Then, the sublinear behavior ofE(zL) be-
tweenzL50 and 1

2 implies an abrupt transition from then
51 ferromagnetic GS to thezL5 1

2 singlet GS~skipping in-
termediate spinsS) of a finite-size quantum Hall droplet as
function ofV.51,52 On the other hand, the superlinear beha
ior of E(zL) betweenzL5 1

2 and 1 implies that a furthe
decrease ofV drives a quantum Hall droplet from theS
50 state to theS5N21 compact state through a series
GS’s with all intermediate spins.

B. Additional particle or hole in filled level

What truly ignites the abrupt depolarization of a finiten
51 droplet under the variation of the lateral confinemen
the insertion of an additional reversed-spin particle~from the
edge! into the bulk of the droplet. This effect is a cons
quence of a more general phenomenon—the occurrenc
particlelike charged excitations with macroscopic spin cal
skyrmions.15–19 Let us consider a~possibly infinite! system
of spin-12 fermions half filling (n51) a degenerate (EZ
50) shell of single-particle states and forming a ferroma
netic GS in accordance with a standard atomic Hund’s r
Depending on details of the interaction pseudopotential,
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dition of a single particle or hole to such system may or m
not cause its complete depolarization, that is a transition
highly correlated singlet GS in which half of the electro
flipped their spins. Examples of systems in which such
polarization does or does not occur are electrons in the l
est LL or in an atomic shell, respectively.

The effect of removing an electron from an51 GS is
presented in Fig. 2~a!, showing the energy spectrum ofN
512 electrons at 2l 512 ~i.e., N smaller by one than the LL
degeneracyg52l 11). Similar spectra were first analyze
by Xie and He,37 and again, we are repeating some of th
conclusions here to make the comparison with then5 1

3

more clear. Because of the exact particle-hole symmetry
the lowest LL, the system atN115g can be viewed as
containing either one hole or one extra electron in an51 GS
of 13 electrons, and will be labeled asn516. Clearly, while
the right-hand part of the spectrum~the single SW andL
5N2S bands atL> 1

2 N) resembles that of Fig. 1~a!, a new
band of states withL5S appears at 0<L, 1

2 N, at an energy
below the lowestK50 state. These are the skyrmion stat
of topological chargeK, denoted here bySK and first identi-
fied in nuclear physics by Skyrme15 and in the fractional
quantum Hall systems by Sondhiet al.19 In these states,K
51,2, . . . , SW’sbind to a hole~to be more accurate, thes
are antiskyrmion states; skyrmions are their particle-h
conjugate states consisting of SW’s bound to an electron!. In
the e-h picture, the SK states map53 onto the charged
multiexcitons54,55 XK

6 , consisting ofK e-h pairs bound to an
extrae or h.

To understand the energy spectrum of an infinite 2DEG
n516, in Fig. 2~b! we compare data obtained for differe
N. Similarly to the L5K band atn51, the energy ofL
5N2S states atn516 turns out to be anearly linearfunc-
tion of the spin polarizationEW8 5E01u8z, only with a
slightly increased slope,u85u1v with v'0.3EC. Since the
angular momentumL5N2S can be obtained by addingL
5K for the WK condensate andl 5 1

2 N for the single hole
~assuming their parallel orientation!, the positive energyv/N

FIG. 2. ~a! Same as Fig. 1~a! but for g52l 11513. Dashed
line: single spin wave in the presence of a hole; solid line: sp
wave condensates in the presence of a hole; dotted line: skyrm
~b! Same as Fig. 1~b! but for N52l , i.e., one hole in then51 state.
The skyrmion and spin-wave condensate energies are plotted
function of numbered of reversed spinsK and spin polarizationz
5K/N, respectively.~c! Open and full symbols: skyrmion disper
sion of ~b! for N514 without and with Zeeman energyKEZ .
3-5
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can be interpreted as the repulsion between a finite-size
and ~oriented ‘‘parallel’’ to it! one extended SW.

In view of their charged multiexciton interpretation55 in
the e-h picture,53 it is not surprising that the relevant qua
tum number to label theL5S skyrmion excitationsSK in an
infinite system isK ~and notz5K/N appropriate forWK
condensates!. Indeed, Fig. 2~b! shows that the excitation en
ergy ES2E0 of the SK states is a function ofK ~rather than
of z), with the discrete series of values ofES(K) quickly
converging asN is increased @careful extrapolation to
N→` gives55

ES~K !2E0520.0529,20.0828,20.1018,. . . ,

2 1
4 Ap/2520.3133 forK51,2,3,. . . , `;

all in units ofEC#. The fact thatES(K)2E0,0 means that in
theSK state the attraction between the hole~or electron! and
K SW’s overcomes the creation energy of these SW’s,
the ferromagnetic state withK50 may become unstable
Most importantly, as shown in Fig. 2~c!, if EZ is nonzero but
smaller thanE02ES(K), then regardless of its actual value
particle-like GS will occur with an excitation gap that
much smaller than the gap at preciselyn51 ~which is EZ).
In other words, introduction of additional electrons~or holes!
to the incompressiblen51 GS with a gapEZ will cause
significant reduction of the gap for spin excitations,36 and the
objects that are able to reverse spin at low energy~much
below EZ) are finite-size charged particles~skyrmions! that
move in the underlyingn51 fluid on electronlike cyclotron
orbits. The ability of~mobile! skyrmions to increase and de
crease spin at an energy cost that is small compared to
largely independent ofEZ ~all in contrast to then51 state!
was first pointed out by Fertiget al.36 Among other conse-
quences, it causes critical magnetic field dependence o
spin relaxation rate for magnetic particles interacting w
the 2DEG, such as ions, nuclei, or charged excitons.75

While the decoupling of SW’s follows from the linea
dependence ofEW on K ~or EW8 on K, for the SW’s in the
presence of an extra electron or a hole!, the nature of inter-
action between skyrmions follows from an earlier study
the e-h complexes. It was shown66,67 that the interaction be
tween any pair of charged excitonsXK

6 (X0
6 means an elec

tron or a hole! with equal charge (6e) but possibly different
sizes (KÞK8) is repulsive and similar to thee-e interaction.
In particular, allK-K ’ repulsion pseudopotentials~defined5

as the pair interaction energyV as a function of relative pai
angular momentumR) have short range, implying28,29 that
anXK

6 particle will have Laughlin correlations4 with all other
XK8

6 particles in the system. The appropriate definition of
short-range repulsion is thatV increases more quickly tha
linearly as a function of average pair separationA^r 2&, when
R is increased,28–30 and Laughlin correlations are describe
by an appropriate Jastrow prefactor in the many-body w
function and mean the tendency to avoid the pair states
maximum repulsion~minimum average separation!. This im-
plies that~at low temperature! anXK

2 does not undergo high
energy collisions with any otherXK8

2 charges. Since the sam
must hold for skyrmions, we conclude that regardless of th
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size~K! or density, the skyrmions~at sufficiently low density,
i.e., atn sufficiently close ton51) will be effectively iso-
lated from one another. This makes finite size skyrmio
well-defined quasiparticles, virtually unperturbed by t
skyrmion-skyrmion scattering, and excludes many-skyrm
effects from a possible spin coupling of a 2DEG to magne
particles.

A consequence of Laughlin skyrmion-skyrmion corre
tions with possible experimental implications is the follow
ing dependence of the average skyrmion size^K& and mo-
bility in a macroscopic system on the filling factor. Atn
sufficiently close to 1,̂ K& remains independent ofn and
equal to the valueK describing an isolated skyrmion~a func-
tion of h5EZ /EC andw; see Figs. 11 and 12!. In this ‘‘di-
lute’’ regime, an increase~or decrease! of n away from 1
causes the increase of the effective filling factor of skyrm
ons ~or antiskyrmions! nSky5Ku12nu from 0 to 1, without
distortion of their individual wave functions. Actually, it i
well known from earlier, field-theoretical studies using t
NLs model approach19–21 that at sufficiently smallnSky
skyrmions freeze into a Wigner crystal.44–49 This crystal is
also known47,48 to melt at a critical value ofnSky, and we
only notice here that the fluid phase will have Laughlin co
relations.

When n reaches a critical value of 16d(h,w), corre-
sponding tonSky51, the crossover to the incompressible r
gime takes place. In this regime, skyrmions remain locked
a rigid ~fluid! state and uniformly cover the entire 2DE
area. A further change ofn beyond 16d causes their com-
pression, that is a~linear! decrease of̂ K&, but it does not
affect the complete coverage. Clearly, any experiment
observed feature sensitive to the individual skyrmion wa
function will remain constant atu12nu,d and depend onn
outside this range. On the other hand, the features that
pend on the 2DEG coverage might be more sensitive ton in
the dilute regime.

IV. FRACTIONAL QUANTUM HALL REGIME

Let us now, following Kamillaet al.56 and MacDonald
and Palacios,59 turn to the question of whether the spin e
citations analogous to the spin-wave condensates andSK
skyrmion particles described in the preceding section mi
also occur in the fractional quantum Hall regime. On o
hand, it is known that Laughlin correlations4 in an electron
system nearn5(2p11)21 ~wherep is an integer! allow the
mapping23–25 of the low-energy states onto the nonintera
ing CF states with an effective filing factorn* '1. This map-
ping is done by replacing the electron LL degeneracyg by
g* 5g22p(N21), which can be interpreted as attachme
of 2p magnetic flux quanta to each electron. On a sphe6

this replaces 2l 52Q'(2p11)(N21) by 2l * 52Q* 'N
21.

On the other hand, it is the specific form of the intera
tions between the reversed-spin electrons and holes atn51
that causes occurrence ofWK and SK excitations, and the
interaction between these excitations in an electron syste
quite different from the residual interaction between CF’s
well-known example demonstrating that the analogy
3-6
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tween the electron and CF systems sometimes fails bec
of different interactions is the postulate of similar Laugh
correlations at then5(2p11)21 fillings of electron or CF
LL’s, giving rise to Haldane hierarchy of incompressib
fractional quantum Hall states.22 For example, then5 1

3

states of the vacancies in the spin-↓ n50 CF LL ~Laughlin
QH’s! and of particles in the spin-↓ n51 CF LL ~Laughlin
QE’s! or in the spin-↑ n50 CF LL ~reversed-spin
quasielectrons76,77QER) correspond to the polarized strong
incompressiblen5 2

5 and compressiblen5 4
11 states,31 and to

the partially unpolarized weakly incompressible32 n5 4
11

state, respectively.
The examples of energy spectra atn' 1

3 are shown in
Figs. 3~a!, 4~a!, and 5~a!. The values ofN and 2l are chosen
so thatg* 57 in each frame and the ‘‘reference’’ state wi
K50 andE5E0 is the Laughlin state (g* 5N andn* 51),
one QH (g* 5N11 and n* 512), and one QER (g* 5N
21 andn* 511) in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Some
the energies for smaller values ofN and/or K have been
recently obtained by MacDonald and Palacios.59

Clearly, the SW dispersionESW(K), the linearEW(K)
band, as well as theES(K),0 band are all present in th
spectra, in analogy to Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!. What is visibly
different from then51 spectra is a smaller energy sca
~predominantly due to a fractional charge of involved Q
QE, and QER quasiparticles!, and a discrepancy between th

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 but for the LL degeneracyg52l 11
corresponding ton5

1
3 ~completely filled CF LL!.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2 but for the LL degeneracyg52l 11
larger by one than the value atn5

1
3 ~one hole in CF LL!. Inset:

EnergiesES(1) of skyrmions~data in following Fig. 5! and anti-
skyrmions~present figure! with K51 as a function of inverse elec
tron number,N21.
04532
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n5 1
3

2 and 1
3

1 spectra. The latter reveals an only appro
mate particle-hole symmetry within the lowest CF LL~it was
shown earlier32 that the QH-QH and QER-QER interactions
are quite different!. This implies broken symmetry betwee
the skyrmion and antiskyrmion states,59 in contrast to then
51 case.

Let us analyze the spectra in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 in m
detail. The charge excitations of the Laughlinn5 1

3 GS in
Fig. 3~a! are all above the magnetoroton gap (E2E0
'0.081EC for N57) and are not shown. The spin excit
tions include a single SW~an excitonic bound state of
QH-QER pair! marked by a dashed line. Below a single SW
there is a linear band ofWK states withL5K which, in
analogy to then51 spectra, can be interpreted as the co
densates ofK noninteracting SW’s each withL51 and all
having parallel angular momenta. As shown in Fig. 3~a!,
similarly as atn51, the energy ofWK states is anearly
linear function of z, EW5E01uz, with u50.053EC ~much
less than1

9 times the value forn51, that would only take
into account the smaller charge of6 1

3 e for QH’s and
QER’s!. As atn51, EW(K)2E0}K/N means no gap and
continuous density of states if the Zeeman gap can be clo
The comparison of Figs. 3~c! and 1~c! shows that applying
lateral confinement can also force the spin-polarized fin
sizen5 1

3 fractional quantum Hall droplet to undergo trans
tion to the spin-singlet (S50) correlated GS atL5 1

2 N, just
as it was atn51.

The linear bands atL5N2S found in Fig. 2 occur also a
n5 1

3
6 in Figs. 4 and 5. By analogy, these states corresp

to a numberK of SW’s each withL51, coherently created in
the presence of a QH or QER. The QH-SW and QER-SW
interaction constantsv, obtained from theEW8 5E01(u
1v)z fits as shown in Figs. 4~b! and 5~b! are remarkably
different, 0.030EC and 0.011EC, respectively.

The discrete skyrmion and antiskyrmion bands atL5S in
Figs. 4 and 5 also resemble theirn51 counterpart in Fig. 1,
and the energiesES(K) all seem to converge whenN→`.
For example, in Fig. 4~c! the linear extrapolation of the en
ergies of skyrmions~Sky! and antiskyrmions~A-Sky! with
K51, obtained forN<9, gives ES(1)2E0520.0050EC
and 20.0093EC, respectively. These are the critical valu
of the Zeeman energyEZ , below which these excitations ca
be observed experimentally. Note also that theK51 skyr-

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 2 but for the LL degeneracyg52l 11
smaller by one than the value atn5

1
3 ~one reversed-spin particle in

CF LL!.
3-7
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ARKADIUSZ WÓJS AND JOHN J. QUINN PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 045323 ~2002!
mion and antiskyrmion states are perfect analogs of the
terband charged exciton states, except thate and h are re-
placed by QER and QH. In analogy ton51, the values of
ES(1)2E0 measure the binding energies of such~fraction-
ally! charged CF spin excitonsXCF

2 52QER1QH and XCF
1

52QH1QER.
It might seem surprising that the spin excitations atn

51 and 1
3 are similar despite different interactions betwe

electrons and CF’s. However, of all three types of QP’s
n5 1

3 , only QH and QER are involved in the low-energy spi
excitationsWK and SK , and the QH-QH, QH-QER, and
QER–QER pseudopotentials describing their interactions,31,32

are all quite similar to thee-e and e-h pseudopotentials in
the lowest electron LL. On the other hand, the QE’s, who
interaction~at short range! with one another and with othe
QP’s is very different,31 do not participate inWK and SK
excitations.

V. INTEGRAL QUANTUM HALL REGIME
„HIGHER LANDAU LEVELS …

Another system with an identical structure of the sing
particle Hilbert space but with different interactions is
nearly completely filled higher (n.0) LL, experimentally
realized in the 2DEG atn'2n11. Note that if skyrmions
would indeed occur atn53,5, etc., they should be observe
even more easily than atn51 because of the weaker ma
netic field B ~at the same 2DEG density!, and thus smaller
h5EZ /EC}AB.

In this section we shall discuss the results for an ideal
system with zero layer widthw50. The energy spectra
analogous to those in Figs. 1~a! and 2~a! but calculated for
n51 and 2 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The same the num
of electronsN512 ~in the nth LL; the lower LL’s are com-
pletely filled! and the angular momental 511 and 12 have
been chosen, yielding the monopole strength 2Q52(l 2n).
Clearly, none of the abovediscussed features of then51 or
n5 1

3 (n* 51) spectra are present atn53 or 5.
Let us begin with Fig. 6 forN equal to the LL degeneracy

g. A single SW~dashed lines; for dispersion see Ref. 73! is
generally the lowest-energy spin excitation~at anyL), and
the WK bands ~identified by comparison of the pair
correlation functions! have higher energy and are no long

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 1~a! but for electrons confined to the firs
~a! and second~b! excited LL.
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linear. The sublinear and nearly parabolicEW'E01uz
1yz2 can be interpreted as an attraction between theL51
SW’s and, based on data forN<14, we findu52.41EC and
y521.62EC for n51, andu53.45EC andy522.88EC for
n52. In a finite-sizen53 or 5 droplet, as a result of thi
attraction, the spin-singlet condensate ofK5 1

2 N SW’s
~marked with arrows in Fig. 1! is an excited state at an
strength of confinement (V), and the edge reconstruction o
the n53 or 5 ferromagnetic GS (C0) occurs directly to the
next compact-droplet stateC1. This different behavior might
be probed in a transport experiment by sending a rever
spin electron over a quantum dot containing a compact dr
let. It seems that a reversed-spin carrier would induce
bind SW’s when sent through an51 or 1

3 state, and travel
ballistically for n53 or 5.

The lack of response to an addition of a reversed-s
electron~from the edge into the inside of the droplet! must
mean unbinding of skyrmions atn53 or 5. Indeed, theSK
states in the spectra forN115g in Fig. 7 all haveE.E0.
This means no skyrmions in higher LL’s at any value ofEZ .
In contrast to the situation nearn51 or 1

3 , the GS both
precisely atn53 or 5 and in the vicinity of these value
remains maximally spin polarized even in the absence
Zeeman splitting. In thee-h picture, the result is that no
bound charged-exciton statesXK

2 occur in higher LL’s~in the
absence of inter-LL mixing and finite well width effects!.

VI. EFFECTS OF FINITE LAYER WIDTH

As was first predicted by Cooper63 and later confirmed
experimentally by Songet al.,64 skyrmions become the
lowest-energy charged excitations in higher LL’s as well,
only the layer widthw is sufficiently large. We have calcu
lated the spin-excitation spectra analogous to those of Fig
and 7 but forw53l, and show them in Figs. 8 and 9. Fo
the exact fillings of then51 and 2 LL’s (n53 and 5; Fig. 8!,
the EW(K) energy bands which were strongly sublinear f
w50 now become nearly linear~similar to the lowest LL;
see Fig. 1!. This indicates vanishing of the SW-SW attra
tion, and reoccurrence of the condensate of orderedL51
SW’s. For an additional hole in then51 and 2 LL’s (n
532 and 52; Fig. 9!, the skyrmion energy bands which ha
ES(K).E0 for w50 now haveES(K),E0 ~again, similar

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 2~a! but for electrons confined to the firs
~a! and second~b! excited LL.
3-8
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SPIN EXCITATION SPECTRA OF INTEGRAL AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 045323 ~2002!
to the lowest LL; see Fig. 2!. This indicates stability of skyr-
mions in higher LL’s in a wide quasi-2D layer~at sufficiently
smallEZ). Also in Fig. 9, theL5N2S bands of states~con-
tainingK SW’s created coherently in the presence of a ho!
become now nearly linear, in contrast to the behavior in F
7 but similarly to Fig. 2.

In Fig. 10 we compare the energies of skyrmions w
K51, 2, and1

2 N ~the latter state hasS50 and would corre-
spond to an infinite-size skyrmion in theN5` limit ! plotted
as a function of the layer widthw. Clearly, the skyrmion
energy is more sensitive tow in higher LL’s. The ‘‘binding
energies’’ES(K)2E0 that were all positive forw50 in Fig.
7 change sign atw/l52 to 3, depending onK andn. Note
that our critical values ofw are considerably higher tha
those predicted by Cooper. For example, for then51 LL, his
critical parametera50.09l for the Gaussian density profile
%(z)}exp(2z2/2a2) corresponds tow'0.5l for our %(z)
} cos2(zp/w). This discrepancy indicates slow convergen
of the energy of an infinite (S50) skyrmion with the elec-
tron numberN. However, our critical values are certain
more appropriate for small skyrmions which are the ones
might be observed experimentally. Let us compare these
ues with a pair of experiments in which the skyrmions we
and were not observed atn53. Taking parameters after Son
et al.,64 who observedskyrmions with K<2 (B52.15 T
and well width of 30 nm yieldingw533.5 nm) givesw/l
51.9, just above our critical value~see Fig. 12 for data ex
trapolated toN→`; the experimental widths have bee

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 6 but for a finite widthw53l of a
quasi-2D electron layer.

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 7 but for a finite widthw53l of a
quasi-2D electron layer.
04532
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marked with arrows!. On the other hand, taking the param
eters after Schmelleret al.,62 who did not observeskyrmions
(B52.3 T and well widths of 14 and 20 nm yieldingw
517.5 and 23.5 nm! givesw/l51.03 and 1.40 for their two
samples, both below our critical value but above that of C
per.

Using the data of Fig. 10 one can calculate a phase
gram for the occurrence of skyrmions with a given numb
of reversed spinsK as a function of the layer widthw and the
Zeeman energyEZ . Such a diagram is presented in Fig. 1
for the integral filling of the lowest and first two excited LL’
(n51, 3, and 5, respectively!. Disorder, screening, or tilt of
the magnetic field are all ignored in this diagram, althou
they can play a role in experimental conditions. To have
more reliable estimate of the criticalw/l andh for the oc-
currence of skyrmions with anyK<1, we have recalculated
the curves forK51 and 2 for much largerN ~up to 50! and
then, thanks to their regular dependence onN, were able to
extrapolate them to theN→` limit. The resulting phase dia
gram, shown in Fig. 12, describes an infinite planar syst
and it is consistent with the skyrmion energies reported
Palacioset al.55 for n50 andw50. Remarkably, the critica
value ofEZ for the lowest LL is quite insensitive tow over a
wide range of layer widths. This is in contrast to the situati
in higher LL’s, for which the phase diagrams in Fig
12~b!, 12~c! show a similar fast increase of the criticalEZ
with increasingw. The critical layer widths in the limit of
vanishing Zeeman energy arew/l51.8 and 2.3 forn51 and
2, respectively. In view of a recent study43 that showed that
the LL mixing only weakly affects the skyrmion energies
the layers of nonzero width, we expect our phase diagram
Fig. 12 to be quite adequate for realistic experimental s
tems.

Finally, in Fig. 13 we present an analogous phase diag
for then5 1

3 fractional quantum Hall state. Due to the broke
QER-QH symmetry, the diagrams for skyrmions~at n5 1

3
1)

and antiskyrmions~at n5 1
3

2) are different, and they are
both shown. The solid lines and shaded areas give the re
for small systems:N57 and 2l 519 in frame ~a!, and N
58 and 2l 520 in frame~b!. The dashed lines give the criti
cal values ofEZ at w50 for theXCF

1 , QER, andXCF
2 states,

obtained from extrapolation of data forN<9 to N→`.

FIG. 10. The energyE of skyrmions withK51, 2, and1
2 N as a

function of the layer widthw, calculated on Haldane sphere forN
512 electrons in the lowest~a!, first excited~b!, and second excited
~c! LL. l is the magnetic length.
3-9
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VII. CRITERION FOR SKYRMIONS IN HALF-FILLED
SPIN-DEGENERATE SHELL

Since ~i! the finite width w enters the Hamiltonian~1!
only through the pseudopotentialV(R), ~ii ! only a few lead-
ing parametersV(0),V(1),V(2), . . . , that correspond to a
short averagee-e distanceA^r 2& significantly depend onw,
and ~iii ! for w50, the opposite behavior ofES(K)2E0 for
the lowest and higher LL’s results precisely from the e
hanced value ofV(2) for n>1, it is enough to study the
dependence of the short-range part ofV(R) on w to under-
stand the reoccurrence of skyrmions forn>1 atw;2l. This
dependence is illustrated in Figs. 14~a!–14~c!. Clearly, in-
creasing d ~i.e., w55d) suppresses more strongly th
pseudopotential parameters at the even values ofR ~open
circles! corresponding to zero pair spin, specially the high
repulsive ones atR50 and 2 forn51 andR50, 2, and 4
for n52. While in any LL the strong suppression ofV(0)
will eventually ~at very largew) destroy skyrmions~all hav-
ing no pairs withR50), there is a wide range ofw in which
skyrmions become stable also forn.0.

FIG. 11. Phase diagrams for the occurrence of skyrmions witK
reversed spins in a quasi-2D electron gas of finite widthw, calcu-
lated in the system ofN512 electrons in the lowest~a!, first excited
~b!, and second excited~c! LL of degeneracyg52l 11512. EZ is
the Zeeman energy andl is the magnetic length. The numbers
the top-left corners of frames~b! and ~c! give the upper bounds o
their vertical axes~the lower bound are zero in all frames!.

FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 11 but for an infinite planar system~criti-
cal values of Zeeman energyEZ for each layer widthw were ob-
tained from extrapolation of data for electron numbersN<50). In
frame~b!, arrows indicate the widths corresponding to experime
of Ref. 62~a,b! and Ref. 64~c!.
04532
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By comparing the values ofw andd in Figs. 10~a!–10~c!
and 14~a!–14~c!, we find the following general condition
for the occurrence of skyrmions in a system of interact
spin-12 fermions half-filling a spin-degenerate shell:~i! V(0)
must be sufficiently large to cause decoupling of the ma
body states without theR50 pairs ~skyrmions! from all
other many-body states and~ii ! V(R) must decrease with
increasingR>1. Note that the latter condition~ii ! is not
immediately applicable to shells with broken partic
(↑)-hole (↓) symmetry. Examples of such systems inclu
electrons atn5 1

3 ~i.e., CF’s atn* 51) but also the case
when the pair of spin-degenerate LL’s has different orb
indicesn ~which can be realized by making the Zeeman g
EZ equal to the cyclotron gap\vc in a magnetic material!.78

In these systems, the interaction Hamiltonian~1! is deter-
mined by a pair of~different! particle-particle and hole-hole
pseudopotentialsV↑↑(R) and V↓↓(R), whereR is an odd
number ~as required for two identical fermions!, and a
particle-hole continuous dispersionV↑↓(k), where k is the
pair wave vector~on a sphere,kR5L). To rephrase condi-
tion ~ii ! in terms of V↑↓(k), we notice in Fig. 14 that the
suppression of the maxima atR52 ~for n51) andR52
and 4 ~for n52) coincides with the disappearance of t
corresponding roton minima in the spin-wave dispers
Veh(k), at kl'2.1 ~for n51) andkl'1.5 and 3.2~for n
52).

A continuous evolution of the skyrmion energy spectru
ES(K) from the positive values~as forn>1 and smallw) to
the negative values~as forn50 or n>1 and largew) can be
most easily understood by studying a simple model pseu
potential Ux(R) defined asUx(0)5`, Ux(1)51, Ux(2)
5x, andUx(R)50 for R.2. This choice ofUx guarantees
that skyrmions are its only finite-energy eigenstates, a
their energy spectrumES(K) depends on one free paramet
x.

The essential information about the skyrmion wave fun
tions is contained in the fractional grandparenta
coefficients28,29 G. The functionG(R) is a pair-correlation
function that gives the fraction of the total number ofe-e

s

FIG. 13. Same as Fig. 11 but for the fractional quantum H
states nearn5

1
3 . Horizontal dashed lines mark the critical values

EZ at w50 obtained from extrapolation of the finite-size data f
N<9 to theN→` limit.
3-10
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FIG. 14. PseudopotentialsV of thee-e ~a!–~c!
ande-h ~d!–~f! interaction in then50 @~a!,~d!#, 1
@~b!,~e!#, and 2@~c!,~f!# LL’s, calculated using the
interaction potentialVd(r )5e2/Ar 21d2 for d/l
50, 1

4 , 1
2 , and 1, and describing a quasi-2D lay

of width w55d. R is relativee-e angular mo-
mentum~data shown only forR<6), open and
closed circles mark singlet and triplete-e states,
respectively,k is the e-h wave vector, andl is
the magnetic length.
ed

s

a-

or

-

n
ry

at
y

pairs with the relative pair angular momentumR. For K
50, the many-electron system is completely spin-polariz
so that every electron pair has spinS51, and thusG van-
ishes for all even values ofR. WhenK is increased, so doe
the total fraction ofS50 pairsGK(0)1GK(2)1 . . . , which
happens at the cost of a decreasing number ofS51 pairs,
GK(1)1GK(3)1 . . . . Thegrandparentage coefficients me
sured from the ‘‘reference’’ valueG0 corresponding toK
50 are plotted in Fig. 15~a! as a function ofR for K51, 2,
and 1

2 N. It turns out thatDGK5GK2G0 is a regular function
of R and, for example,DGK(1)52aGK(2), where a21

522(N21)21. This allows using a general expression f
the interaction energy28,29

E5
1

2
N~N21!(R G~R!V~R! ~3!
04532
,
to write the skyrmion energy forV5Ux as

ES~K !2E05~x2a!GK~2!. ~4!

As shown in Fig. 15~b!, ES(K)2E0 changes sign simulta
neously for allK ~the spin-polarized QP state atK50 be-
comes unstable toward formation of a skyrmion! when x
5a, that is whenUx(2) drops belowaUx(1).

Sincea→ 1
2 for N→`, this means that skyrmions in a

infinite ~planar! system interacting through an arbitra
pseudopotentialV(R) will have lower energy than a QP
state whenV becomes superlinear betweenR51 and 3, that
is whenV(1)2V(2).V(2)2V(3). Owing to the linear~in
an infinite system! relation6,28,29betweenR and the average
squared distancêr 2&, this criterion can be rephrased as th
V must besuperharmonic~i.e., it must decrease more quickl
than linearly as a function of̂r 2& betweenR51 and 3!.
sed
c-
FIG. 15. ~a! Pair-correlation functions—
fractional grandparentageGK as a function of
relative pair angular momentumR—for skyrmi-
ons with K51 and 1

2 N, calculated forN512
electrons on Haldane sphere. Open and clo
circles mark singlet and triplet pair states, respe
tively. ~b! Energy E of the skyrmions withK
51, 2, and1

2 N as a function of parameterx of the
modele-e interactionUx .
3-11
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VIII. CONCLUSION

We have presented the results of detailed numerical s
ies of the spin excitations of various ferromagnetic GS’s o
2DEG confined in a quantum well of finite widthw, in the
integral and fractional quantum Hall regime. The calcu
tions consist in the exact diagonalization of the Hamilton
matrix of up to N514 interacting electrons in Haldan
spherical geometry, neglecting excitations to higher orb
LL’s or to higher QW subbands.

Similar low-energy spectra in the vicinity ofn51 and 1
3

(n* 51 in the CF picture! have been found, and both conta
the following two types of low-energy excitations: sp
waves,73 skyrmions, and antiskyrmions.19,59 The phase dia-
grams for the occurrence of skyrmions with different nu
bers of reversed spinsK as a function of the well widthw
and the Zeeman energyEZ have been determined atn51, 3,
and 5.

The interactions between the~neutral! spin waves and
~charged! skyrmions have also been studied by exact dia
nalization of the Hamiltonians describing one or more
these objects present in the underlying incompressible q
tum Hall system. We propose that the spin waves each
rying angular momentumL51 condense into an ordere
~with parallel angular momenta!, correlated, and noninterac
ing state. The interaction energyEW of this condensate is a
linear function of~continuous! spin polarizationz which, in
the absence of the Zeeman energy, gives rise to a gaples
continuous density of states. This is in contrast to a disc
spectrum of particlelike skyrmion excitations, whose ene
ES is a function of the~integral! reversed-spin numberK.
The short-range repulsion between charged skyrmions is
dicted to cause Laughlin correlations, that is, the tendenc
avoid skyrmion pair eigenstates with the smallest relat
angular momentaR. This causes the effective spatial isol
tion of skyrmions from one another and the absence of h
energy skyrmion-skyrmion collisions in the ‘‘dilute’’ regim
at u12nu,d or u12n* u,d* ~even in the fluid phase, be
yond the melting point of the Wigner crystal! and the depen-
dence of the average skyrmion size^K& on the filling factor
in the opposite, incompressible regime.

The major differences between then51 and1
3 spectra are

the reduced energy scale and a broken skyrmi
antiskyrmion symmetry in the latter system~broken particle-
hole symmetry in the lowest CF LL!. A number of phenom-
n

a

04532
d-
a

-
n

l

-

-
f
n-
r-

and
te
y

e-
to
e

-

-

ena associated with the particular form of spin excitations
n'1 ~rapid depolarization atn516, nonlinear transport
through a finite-size droplet, sensitivity of the spin coupli
to magnetic particles ton, etc.! are also expected atn' 1

3 .
The smallest skyrmion and antiskyrmion states atn5 1

3 are
equivalent to composite fermion charged excitonsXCF

6 .
A qualitatively different behavior is observed in high

LL’s. In agreement with earlier theories,60,61 we find that
skyrmions and antiskyrmions are unstable atn53 or 5 even
at EZ50, which ~in contrast ton51 or 1

3 ) results in the
stability of the ferromagnetic order at all nearby values ofn,
and the single-particle character of elementary excitations
the e-h picture, this means unbinding of charged excitons
higher LL’s. Also in contrast ton51 or 1

3 , the L51 spin
waves attract one another rather than decouple, which
example results in direct confinement-induced transitions
tween the consecutive ‘‘compact’’ states of finiten53 or 5
quantum Hall droplets, skipping the correlated, depolariz
states with intermediate density.

This different behavior in higher LL’s is suppressed wh
the widthw of a quasi-2D layer exceeds about two magne
lengths. This critical value obtained from a finite-size calc
lation seems to agree better with the experiments62,64 than an
earlier estimate.63 The reoccurrence of skyrmions in highe
LL’s in wider quantum wells is explained by studying th
involved particle-particle and particle-hole interactio
pseudopotentials and the electron correlations in the s
mion eigenstates.

A criterion is found that allows the prediction of the pre
ence or absence of skyrmions in a system of interacting s
1
2 fermions in a half-filled spin-degenerate shell. The cri
rion describes correctly all calculated spin excitation spec
at n5 1

3 , 1, 3, and 5, and at arbitrary layer widthsw, density
profile %(z), etc.
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